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    Abstract: Nowadays, large volume of data is generated in the 
form of text, voice, video, images and sound. It is very 
challenging job to handle and to get process these different types 
of data. It is very laborious process to analysis big data by using 
the traditional data processing applications. Due to huge 
scattered file systems, a big data analysis is a difficult task. So, to 
analyses the big data, a number of tools and techniques are 
required. Some of the techniques of data mining are used to 
analyze the big data such as clustering, prediction, and 
classification and decision tree etc. Apache Hadoop, Apache 
spark, Apache Storm, MongoDB, NOSQL, HPCC are the tools 
used to handle big data. This paper presents a review and 
comparative study of these tools and techniques which are 
basically used for Big Data analytics. A brief summary of tools 
and techniques is represented here. 
 
     Keywords: Big data, Clustering, Hadoop, Spark, MongoDB, 
HDFS 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Big data is a term that can be defined as a set of techniques 

that evoke a type of integration that is used to uncover huge 
unknown values. These values are of very complex nature, 
and of an immense scale. The term “Big Data” was first 

documented in research paper by scientist at NASA in 1997. 
Big data is the term that is related to enormous velocity, 
variety and volume of data. Big data is an adage, operates to 
designate a large amount of data. This data can be structured 
and unstructured. And it is difficult to practice by using the 
traditional tools and techniques. In IT industries there is big 
amount of big Data that is common to many departments i.e. 
very huge amount of data lies in the store of industries and 
no tool is exist to handle that data before big data comes into 
picture [2].  
A. Parameters of Big Data: 
Big Data Analytics deals with storing and processing of the 

different, difficult, complex and enormous datasets. In 
general, Big Data is characterized by ten parameters 
[20].These are also known as V’s of big data.These are 

shown in the fig 1.These are 
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Fig 1.  V’s of Big Data 
 
Value is the one of the foremost property of big data. It is a 
significant for infrastructure system of IT, to save enormous 
amount of values in their databases. Velocity is a term that is 
concern with the high speed of data generation .The rate at 
which speed data is generated, influences the   potential of 
data. The flow of data is massive and continuous. Variety 
states to various types of sources and the data is presented in 
both forms that are structured and unstructured. Now data in 
the form of videos files, e-mail, audios files, world 
processing files etc. is also being considered. Volume is the 
term of “Big Data” that is concerned with extremely large 
data. It is volume that decides that whether a data is big data 
or not. So, “Volume” is the important parameter out of 
various parameters that should be considered while dealing 
with ‘Big Data’. Variability is a term that deals with the 
inconsistency of data. Data is not 100% correct when 
dealing with large volume of data. Validity deals with 
accuracy and correctness of data. Vulnerability is concern 
with the security feature of data. After all, a data breaches 
with big data is a big breach. Volatility is a parameter of Big 
Data that is concern with statistical measure of the 
dispersion for a given set of returns. Visualization is a 
current characteristic of big data that is deal with 
visualization of data. Variability in big data’s context is the 
inconsistency of speed at which the data is stored in to our 
system There are a number of tools and techniques used to 
analyse the big data. To discuss these tools and techniques 
this paper is organized as follows: The section 2 explains the 
techniques used in data mining for Big data, The section 3 
provides the overview of tools of Big Data Analytics and 
comparative study of Hadoop, Spark and MongoDB , 
Section 4 concludes the work . 

II DATA MINING TECHNIQUES FOR BIG DATA 

 The techniques for big data mining are as follows:   
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 A. Classification Trees:  
   It is a most common technique that is used in data-mining 
to classify a categorical variable which is dependent and this 
is based on the measurements. This measurement is of 
forecast variables which can be one or many. The output is 
in the tree format with nodes and there is an association in 
the nodes. And this can be read to form if-then rules [21], 
[22]. It builds classification in the form of trees structure. As 
shown in fig 2, it divides the data nodes into small subgroup. 
These methods can be used when the data mining task has 
predictions or classification of outcomes. 

 

 
 

Fig 2.  Classification Trees [23] 
B. Logistic Regression: 
  It is statistical technique that expands the conception to 
work with classification and provides a method that is used 
to predict the probability of the occurrence of the 
independent variables as a function. 
C. Neural Networks: 
  It is a software algorithm that is a set of comparable 
architecture of brains of animals which are parallel in 
nature. In this the association is consider as network and 
consists of the following elements: 1. input layers, 2. hidden 
layers, and 3. output layers as shown in the fig 3. Particular 
weight is assigned to each unit. Different varieties of data is 
inputted to the input node, and by a technique of trial and 
error, various algorithms are used to adjust the weights until 
it meets a certain halting criteria.  

 

 
 

Fig 3.  Neural Networks [23] 
D. Clustering Techniques: 
  A technique that is used to partitioning a set of data into 
meaningful subclasses which is knows as cluster. The K-

nearest neighbor technique can be used for this. It finds out 
the gap between the actual record and the training data. 
After finding that gap it assigns the particular record to the 
class which is closest neighbor in the whole data set. 

 
 

Fig 4. Clustering Technique [23] 
 

E. Association Rule Mining:  
 At the very basic level, it is observed that Association rule 
mining technique   involves the use of Machine 
learning models. The main purpose is to analyze data for 
patterns, in a database. It is used to identify the frequent if-
then associations, and these are called association rules. The 
antecedent (if) and the consequent (then) are the two parts of 
an association rule. An antecedent (if) is concerned as an 
item that is discovered within the data and a consequent 
(then) is concerned as an item that is discovered with the 
antecedent. 

F. Machine Learning 
In Machine learning various software can be included that 
can learn from the data. It provides computers that ability 
which can be used to learn without being explicitly 
programmed, and the main focus is on making predictions 
which are based on known properties. Machine learning, 
nowadays is being used to help to find the difference 
between spam and non-spam messages and to learn 
preferences of users and after than make recommendations 
which are based on that information etc. 
 

II. BIG DATA ANALYTICS TOOLS 
 

The word “Big data” can be applied to a dataset which 
increases at very intense rate. And it becomes difficult to 
store and process that data.  Big data constantly increasing 
from a few TB of data to many PB of data, so there are some 
problems related to storage, searching, sharing, visualizing 
and analytics. Hence big data analytics is where the use 
some advance techniques which are applied on big data sets; 
there is a variety  of  
tools that are used for Analytics of Big Data. The tools used 
for the same purpose can be categorized into different stages 
of  lifecycle of big data  as shown in Table I . That is based 
on their usage and implementation [22].  
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Table I: Types of Big Data Analytics Tools 

  A. Data collection tools: 
There is no doubt that today that there are a number of Big 
Data tools that are present in market. Semantria, Opinion 
Crawl, OpenText, Trackur are some of them which are 
commonly used. 

Semantria: 
Semantria provides us with a unique service which is 
proceeded towards by collecting various information from 
various clients. And after then the process of analyzing that 
information is applied diligently to produce the most 
valuable and desirable insights. It is very helpful to find 
trends and identifies various patterns which are useful to get 
success. Semantria is a tool that powerfully combines 
various text analytics. With this, users can enjoy the 
following benefits: collect more reliable, actionable insights. 
Some features of Semantria are fast customizable,  
comprehensive system, extraction of entity, classification, 
clustering, visualization, 10+ languages etc.  

 Open text: 
The Open Text is Sentiment Analysis module. It is a special 
type of engine that is used in classification to find out 
various subjective patterns. It is also used to evaluate the 
expressions of sentiment that is present in text form.  First of 
all the analysis work is done at the topic level, sentence 
level, and document level. Its prime function is to 
acknowledge whether parts of text are realistic. 
Trackur:  
 Trackur is a tool that is used to collect the information. It 
uses its automated sentiment analysis to look at the specific 
keywords that the users are supervising and after then 
decisions are carried out. The sentiment may be positive, 
negative or may be neutral with the related document. In 
Trackur algorithm, it could be used to observe the social 
sites and can outline news, to collect information through 
the trends and automated sentiment analysis.  

SAS Sentiment Analysis 
SAS is also a sentiment analysis tool that automatically 
extracts sentiments in real time. It performs this task with 
the help of combination of various statistical modeling 
techniques. These processing techniques are based on rule of 
natural language. There are some automated reports which 
are built-in show the various patterns and show their 
reactions in detail. With the help of evaluations that are 
ongoing, user can properly refine their models and  make 
different adjustments related to classifications. 

Opinion Crawl 
Opinion Crawl, an online tool, used as a sentiment analysis 
for current affairs. It permits various visitors to evaluate the 
Web sentiment based on a particular topic like a company. 
User can input a topic that he want to assess and can get an 
ad-hoc sentiment assessment related to the topic. User will 
get a pie chart for every individual topic that shows the real-
time sentiment. There is also a list of the current news 
headlines, some images related to the topic. All these ideas 
allow user to check that what type of issues are derived the 
sentiment i.e.in a positive way or negative way.  
B. Data Storage and frameworks tools: 
The captured data that may be structured or unstructured 
need to be stored in databases. There is need of some 
databases to accommodate Big Data. A lot of frameworks 
have been developed by organizations like Apache, Oracle 
etc. that are used as analytics tools to fetch and process data 
which is stored on these repositories.  Some of these are as 
follows:  

Apache Hadoop 
Apache Hadoop is the one of the technology designed to 
process Big Data, which is unification of structured and 
unstructured data huge volume. Apache Hadoop is an open 
source platform and processing framework that exclusively 
provides batch processing. Hadoop  was firstly influenced 
by Google's Map Reduce. In Map Reduce software 
framework the whole program is divided into a number of 
parts these are small is size. These small parts also called as 
fragments. These fragments can be executed on any system 
in the cluster [5]. 
 
 
 
 

   Data Collection 
tools 

Data Storage tools and 
frameworks 

Data filtering and 
extraction tools 

Data cleaning and validation 
tools 

1 Semantria Apache HBase (Hadoop 
database) 

Scraper DataCleaner 
 
 

2 Opinion Crawl CouchDB OctoParse MapReduce 
 

3 OpenText MangoDB ParseHub Rapidminer 
 

4 Trackur Apache spark Mozenda OpenRefine 
 

5 SAS Sentiment 
Analysis 

Oracle,NoSQL Database Content Grabber Talend 
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 Components of Hadoop 
 There are a lot of components which are used in 
composition of Hadoop. These all worked together to 
execute batch data. Main components are as: 
 HDFS:  
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is the main 
component of the Hadoop software framework. It is the file 
system of Hadoop. HDFS is conFigd to save large volume 
of data. It uses low-cost hardware that is distributed  in 
nature [4]. It is a fault –tolerant storage system that stores 
large size files from TB to PB. There are two types of nodes 
in HDFS Name node and Data node. 
Name Node, it works as the master node. It contains  the all 
information related to the all data node. It has the 
information of free space, addresses of nodes, all the data  
that they store, active node, passive node. It also keeps the 
information of task tracker and job tracker. 
Data Node: Data node is also known as slave node. Data 
node in Hadoop is used to store the data. And it is the duty 
of TaskTracker to keep the track of  on-going job which 
resides  on the data node and  it also take care of the jobs 
coming from name node.  
MapReduce: MapReduce is a framework that helps 
developers to jot down programs to method massive volume 
of unstructured knowledge parallel over a distributed design. 
MapReduce consists of many elements like JobTracker, 
TaskTracker, JobHistorySever etc. it's additionally referred 
to as the Hadoop's native instruction execution engine. It 
was introduced to process the huge amount of data and to 
store these huge data on commodity hardware. For 
processing the large volume  data  it uses clusters to store 
records. Map function and Reduce function are two 
functions that are the base of the Map Reduce programming 
model.  In master node the Map function works. And it 
accepts the input. And after then divide that accepted input 
into sub modules and then distribute it into slave nodes.  

YARN  YARN (Yet another Resource Negotiator) is the 
core Hadoop services that supports two major Services: 
World resource management (ResourceManager) and per-
application management (ApplicationMaster). It is the 
cluster coordinating element of the Hadoop stack. YARN 
makes it attainable to execute [7] [19]. It is the MapReduce 
engine that is responsible for practicality of Hadoop.  
MapReduce is a framework that run on hardware that are 
less costly. It doesn't conceive to save anything in memory. 
MapReduce has unimaginable measurability potential. It has 
been employed in creation of thousands of nodes. Different 
additions to the Hadoop scheme will scale back the effect of 
this to variable degrees; however it will always be an 
element in quickly implementation of an inspiration on a 
cluster of Hadoop. 
 
 Working of Hadoop 
In the architecture of Hadoop there is only one master node 
,works as master server  known as JobTracker. There are 
several slave node servers known as TaskTracker's. Keeping 
the track of the slave nodes is the central job of JobTracker. 
It established an interface infrastructure for various job. 
Users input the MR(MapReduce) jobs to the JobTracker, 
where the pending jobs are reside in queue. The order of 
access is FIFO. In Fig 5 working of Hadoop is given. It is 
the responsibility of JobTracke to coordinate the mapper’s 

execution and reducer’s execution [5]. When the Map Task 
is completed, the JobTracker starts  its functionality by 
initiating the reduce task.Now it is the duty of JobTracker to 
give  proper instruction to TaskTracker. After then  
TaskTracker starts the downloading files and  mainly 
concatenate the various files into a single unit (entity). 
 
 
               

                

 
Fig 5.  Architecture of Hadoop [18] 

Apache Spark  
Apache Spark is also an additionally open supply tool that's 
developed by in AMP science laboratory at UC Berkley [7]. 
It is framework with stream processing abilities. Engineered 
victimization several of a similar principles of Hadoop's 
MapReduce engine, Spark focuses totally on dashing up 
process and instruction execution workloads by providing 
full in-memory computation and processing improvement. 
Through this we are able to do In-memory analytics .Speed 
of this is often (100 times) quicker than Hadoop. it's 
extremely compatible with Hadoop‘s storage. For 

implementation of associate degree in-memory batch 
computation, Apache Spark uses a model known as RDDs 
(Resilient Distributed Datasets), to Fig with information [3]. 
Stream process: Model Stream process capabilities area unit 
equipped by Spark Streaming. Spark itself is meant with 
batch-oriented workloads in mind. To manage the inequality 
between the engine styles and also the characteristics of 
streaming workloads, Spark implements an inspiration 
known as micro-batches.  
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This strategy is meant to treat streams of information as a 
series of terribly little batches which will be handled 
victimization the native linguistics of the batch engine. The 
clear reason to use Spark over Hadoop MapReduce is speed 
and its advanced DAG programing. Another of Spark's 
major benefits is its skillfulness. It is deployed as a 
standalone cluster or integrated with associate degree 
existing Hadoop cluster.  
MongoDB  
MongoDB is a database that is based on JSON documents. It 
is written in C++ and launched in 2009, and is still 
expanding. MongoDB may be information that may be used 
each in little comes that have many hundreds of users. 
MongoDB database basically holds the set of data that has 
no defined schema. There is no predefined format like 
tables, and can stores data in the form of BSON documents. 
BSON are binary encoded JSON like objects. User can go 
for MongoDB rather than MySQL if the requirement is 
knowledge intensive because it stores information and 
queries [23, 24]. MongoDB belongs to the NoSQL family 

and based on C++. MongoDB is especially engineered for 
storage of information and retrieval of stored information. It 
can do processing and measurability. It supported C++ and 
belongs to the NoSQL family. It doesn't trust that aren't 
time-sensitive, making relative tables. It uses document 
format for storage of its records. Detailed Comparison 
among Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark and MongoDB is 
shown in Table II. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Table II: Comparison among Hadoop, Spark and MongoDB 

  

C.  Data filtering and extraction tools:  

Some tools are used for data filtering and extraction. These 
tools are very helpful to collect useful information from 
Internet. These are: 

Mozenda 
Mozenda provides technology, delivered as either code 
(SaaS and on-premise options) or as a managed service, 
which enables folks to capture unstructured internet 
information, convert it into a structured format. Internet 
scraping is that method of mechanically mining information 
or collection info from the Wide internet.  
“Mozenda uses a point-and-click code tool to show websites 
into structured information. Acknowledged by numerous 
names, like internet scraping, internet information gathering, 
internet information extraction, information extraction and 

information scraping, the technology “enables users to draw 

upon web-scraped information for business intelligence and 
large information applications and makes information 
extracted from websites usable as CRM, ERP, or different 
transactional information.” With Mozenda, users will 

capture information lists, produce helpful combine lists, 
collect information from tables and extract information from 
common formats. 
Octoparse  
It is the last word tool for information extraction (web 
locomotion, information locomotion and information 
scraping). You’ll be able to flip the complete net into a 
structured format with Octoparse internet scraping tool. So 
as to attain automatic internet scraping during a real sense, 
the.  
 
 

Criteria Hadoop Spark MongoDB 

Processing Model Batches Mini batches Single Document 
 

Latency High latency  Very Low latency Low 
 

Fault tolerance Uses replications Uses RDD Replica Set 
 

Supported languages Java Scala, Java ,Python C++ 
 

Batch Framework HDFS Core Spark API BSON 
 

Security High Secure Less secure Secure 
  

Advantages Storage and processing speed, 
low cost, secure 

Scalable, high speed, 
powerful caching. 

Expandable 
 
 

Weakness  ‘Name Node’, is the single 

point of failure 
Expensive, less no. of 
algorithm, small files 
problems. 

 Fault tolerance issue. 
 

Hardware Cost Cost is more  Cost is more. Cost effective because 
it is a single product. 
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Octoparse team has ne'er stalled its pace in creating 
information additional accessible and prepared to everyone. 
It’s unmoving in our belief that within the era of huge 

information, anyone ought to be blessed the potential to 
gather information therefore on harness the ability of huge 
information.  With precise information at hand, you'd be 
able to conduct information analysis, selling strategy, 
sentiment analysis, crusade, lead generation and additional. 
 Webhose.io  
 Webhose.io gives direct access to period of time. It 
provides the structured information from hundreds of on-
line records. The online hand tool helps in extracting web 
information. It supports more than 240 languages and 
storing the output information in numerous formats. 

Spinn3r 

 Spinn3r permits to fetch the complete information from 
various social media application. It is distributed with the 
API of fire station and that manages ninety fifth of the 
assortment work. It JSON files to saves the extracted 
information. The net hand tool perpetually scans the net and 
find out the updates from various multiple sources to induce 
you period of time. Its admin is   console that allows to 
management of crawls. The full-text search permits creating 
advanced queries on information. 

Scraper 

Scraper could be a Chrome extension with restricted 
information extraction options however it’s useful for 

creating on-line analysis, and commerce information to 
Google Spreadsheets. This tool is meant for beginners yet as 
consultants UN agency will simply copy information to the 
writing board or store to the spreadsheets exploitation 
OAuth. Scraper is also a free of cost tool that works  in the 
browser and auto-generates smaller XPaths for outlining 
URLs. It doesn’t offers the benefit of  larva locomotion like 

Import, however it’s additionally a profit for novices as you 

don’t have to be compelled to handle untidy configuration. 

D. Data cleaning and validation tools: 

Data cleansing, and validation is an important stage. Various 
validation rules are used to confirm the necessity and 
relevance of data extracted for analysis. Sometimes it may 
be difficult to apply validation constraints due to complexity 
of data. Data cleaning tools are very helpful because they 
help in minimizing the processing time. They also reduce 
the computational speed of data analytics tools. A 
significant overview of latest data cleaning tools is provided 
as below. 
DataCleaner 
DataCleaner is a tool that is integrated with Hadoop. Data 
transformation, validation and reporting are its main 
features. It is a tool which is an application for data quality 
analysis. There is a profiling engine in its core to profile the 
data. This can be extensible by adding data cleansing, 
transformations, reduplication, matching merging and 
enrichment. It profiles and analyses the database within 
minutes, discovers patterns with the Pattern Finder, finds 
frequency of data using Value Distribution profile, filters the 

contact details, detects duplicates  by using fuzzy logic, 
Merge the duplicates values etc. These are some features of 
DataCleaner [25]. It can access almost any data store like 
MySQL, Oracle, MongoDB, dbase, and many more.   
 RapidMiner  
With RapidMiner Studio accessing, loading and analyzing 
of any type of data is possible. Data can be both structured 
and unstructured like text, still images, and media. It 
extracts useful information from traditional structured data 
and can transformations from unstructured format to 
structured format. Using this access of more than 35 file 
types including ARFF, SAS and via URL is possible. It has 
wizards for various database connections like Microsoft 
Excel & Access, CSV etc. It is capable to access to 
Cassandra, NoSQL databases MongoDB, Dropbox, web 
pages, PDF and many more applications. 
 
 OpenRefine 
 
OpenRefine is an open source power tool for messy data. It 
working with messy and unstructured data and improving it. 
Openrefine is a manipulation tool that cleans, reshapes and 
intelligently edits the data batches [26]. It is free and its 
code can be reused in other applications too. It offers many 
features like clustering, editing cells, faceting, reconciling, 
which helps to clean the data effectively. Openrefine is very 
easy as excel and a powerful tool like access database.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
  

In present scenario, a large volume of data is generated in 
different forms i.e. text, audio, video, image etc. It is very 
difficult to handle this large amount of data i.e. big data and 
to search out associations, patterns and to investigate the 
massive information sets from this. This paper gives the idea 
about the analysis of big data. A number of tools and 
techniques are discussed to analyze big data. For batch-only 
workloads, Hadoop could be a nice selection that's probably 
less costly to implement than another solutions. Batch-only 
workloads aren't time-sensitive. Hadoop provide a properly-
tested instruction execution model that's best f itted to 
handling terribly massive datasets wherever time isn't a big 
issue. A spark could be a nice possibility for those with 
various process workloads. Spark instruction execution 
offers unimaginable speed benefits. Spark Streaming could 
be a smart stream process answer for workloads that value 
throughput over latency.  It has integrated libraries, wide 
storage, and flexible integrations. MongoDB is excellent in 
data consistency and data partitioning. The purpose of this 
paper is to present various big data handling techniques and 
tools used to handle a large volume of data which is 
collected from various sources and can improve the overall 
performance of systems. 
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